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BILLS
Bills—No comment
The Committee has examined the following bills and offers no comments on them:
DANGEROUS SUBSTANCES AMENDMENT BILL 2010
This Bill would amend the Dangerous Substances Act 2004 and Dangerous Substances
(General) Regulation 2004 to insert a new definition of asbestos in these laws to clarify
what is regarded as asbestos for the purposes of regulation in the Territory.
ELECTRICITY FEED-IN (RENEWABLE ENERGY PREMIUM) AMENDMENT
BILL 2010
This Bill would amend the Electricity Feed-in (Renewable Energy Premium) Amendment
Bill 2010 to expand the scale of installations that qualify for Scheme coverage and benefit
under the Act to generators of between 30kW and 200kW size; set capacity caps for Scheme
components; clarify who is an eligible entity under the scheme; and remove clauses that
relate to the creation of the Scheme which are now superfluous.
Bills—Comment
The Committee has examined the following bills and offers these comments on them:
COURTS LEGISLATION AMENDMENT BILL 2010
This Bill would amend several Territory laws with respect to the jurisdiction of the
Magistrates Court.
Report under section 38 of the Human Rights Act 2004
Trial by jury
One set of changes would have a serious effect on the availability of trial by jury and thus
make a substantial change to the constitutional arrangements of the Territory concerning the
administration of justice. This extract from the Explanatory Statement summarises the
changes that would produce this effect:
The [Bill] has the effect that offences under ACT law with a maximum penalty of five
years or less will be dealt with in the summary jurisdiction of the Magistrates Court
(presently, defendants charged with offences with maximum penalties from 2 to 5 years
imprisonment may elect to have these matters dealt with summarily in the Magistrates
Court or heard on indictment in the Supreme Court).
This change would be effected (see amendment 1.35) by amendment of subsection 190(1) of
the Legislation Act, so that it reads:
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(1)

An offence is an indictable offence if—
(a)

it is punishable by imprisonment for longer than 5 years; or

(b)

it is declared by an ACT law to be an indictable offence.

Although this is nowhere mentioned in the Explanatory Statement, it is only an indictable
offence that may be tried before a jury in the Supreme Court. The only justification offered
is that “[t]hese changes will free the Supreme Court to deal with more complex and serious
cases”.
The Committee is concerned that the Explanatory Statement made no reference to the
effect of these proposals on the availability of trial by jury, and calls upon the Minister to
explain why this course was taken.
There is a serious question as to whether these changes amount to an undue trespass on
personal rights and liberties. The discussion that follows indicates the basis for this view.
Why the HRA does not refer to trial by jury
The Human Rights Act 2004 does not provide for the right to trial by jury, but it is critical to
appreciate why. Earlier attempts to enact a Territory human rights law did include this right.
Clause 21 of the Bill of Rights Bill 1995, presented to the Assembly by Mr Terry Connolly
MLA, provided that
21.

Every person who is charged with an offence has, in relation to the determination
of the charge, the following rights:
…
(b)

the right to a trial by jury where the maximum penalty for the offence is, or
includes, imprisonment for more than 1 year: … . 1

This Bill also contained a provision (clause 4) that permitted derogation from its statement
of rights and freedoms in terms closely similar to HRA subsection 28(1). Thus, it allowed
that a law might provide for summary trial in respect of the offences described where that
could be justified. In effect, in this respect, the Bill adopted the approach taken by Deane J
in Kingswell (see below).
The Report of the ACT Consultative Committee, towards an ACT human rights act [sic],
was aware of Mr Connolly’s proposals (although it did not cite the 1995 Bill) to include the
right to a jury in a Territory human rights law. It appears clearly enough to have
acknowledged that such a right would be part of “a set of rights that would be of particular
relevance to the ACT community”. 2 But the report’s authors recommended against this
course of action, on the basis that there would be fewer objections to the enactment of a
Territory law were it to be limited to the implementation of human rights treaties to which
Australia was already a party. 3 While there is no further reference to trial by jury, it might be
The Bill was the end of a process that began in 1993 with the release of an issues paper, a public
consultation process in mid-1994, and the presentation of a bill to the Assembly at the end of 1994.
The 1995 bill lapsed in 1998 for want of support in the Assembly.
2 ACT Consultative Committee, towards an ACT human rights act (2003) at 5.12.
3 Ibid.
1
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guessed this right was not included because it is not mentioned in the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. Trial by jury is not mentioned in the ICCPR because
that treaty is designed to apply to those many countries where trial by jury does not form a
critical element of the legal system.
Thus, the exclusion of trial by jury from the HRA was not promoted on any basis of
principle, but as an expedient to ameliorate objection to the enactment of a human rights
law.
Trial by jury in the Anglo-Australian legal and political tradition
It is clear that a right to trial by jury in any serious criminal matter is deeply rooted in the
Anglo-Australian legal and political tradition. It suffices to quote extracts from the judgment
of Deane J in Kingswell v R [1985] HCA 72. His Honour noted that “Modern scholarship
would indicate that much of the traditional identification of trial by jury with Magna Carta
was erroneous”. He continued:
49. … It is, however, clear enough that the right to trial by jury in criminal matters was,
by the fourteenth century, seen in England as an "ancient" right. In the centuries that
followed, there was consistent reiteration, by those who developed, pronounced,
recorded and systematized the common law of England, of the fundamental importance
of trial by jury to the liberty of the subject under the rule of law (see, e.g., Co. Inst., Part
II, 45ff.; Black. Comm. (1st ed., 1966 rep.), Book III, pp.379-381, Book IV, pp 342-344,
and, generally, Singer v. United States (1965) 380 US 24, at p 27 (13 Law Ed 2d 630, at
p 633); Mr. Justice Evatt, "The Jury System in Australia", Australian Law Journal, vol.
10 (1936), Supplement, 49, at pp.66-67, 72). When British settlements were established
in other parts of the world, trial by jury in criminal matters was claimed as a "birthright
and inheritance" under the common law and as an institution to be established and
safeguarded to the extent that local circumstances would permit … .
50. … The rationale and the essential function of [the] guarantee [of trial by jury in
section 80 of the Australian Constitution] are the protection of the citizen against those
who customarily exercise the authority of government: legislators who might seek by
their laws to abolish or undermine "the institution of 'trial by jury' …; administrators
who might seek to subvert the due process of law or be, or be thought to be, corrupt or
over-zealous in its enforcement; judges who might be, or be thought to be, over-remote
from ordinary life, over-censorious or over-responsive to authority. …
51. Trial by jury also brings important practical benefits to the administration of criminal
justice. A system of criminal law cannot be attuned to the needs of the people whom it
exists to serve unless its administration, proceedings and judgments are comprehensible
by both the accused and the general public and have the appearance, as well as the
substance, of being impartial and just. In a legal system where the question of criminal
guilt is determined by a jury of ordinary citizens, the participating lawyers are
constrained to present the evidence and issues in a manner that can be understood by
laymen. The result is that the accused and the public can follow and understand the
proceedings. Equally important, the presence and function of a jury in a criminal trial
and the well-known tendency of jurors to identify and side with a fellow-citizen who is,
in their view, being denied a "fair go" tend to ensure observance of the consideration and
respect to which ordinary notions of fair play entitle an accused or a witness. …
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52. The institution of trial by jury also serves the function of protecting both the
administration of justice and the accused from the rash judgment and prejudices of the
community itself. The nature of the jury as a body of ordinary citizens called from the
community to try the particular case offers some assurance that the community as a
whole will be more likely to accept a jury's verdict than it would be to accept the
judgment of a judge or magistrate who might be, or be portrayed as being, overresponsive to authority or remote from the affairs and concerns of ordinary people. The
random selection of a jury panel, the empanelment of a jury to try the particular case, the
public anonymity of individual jurors, the ordinary confidentiality of the jury's
deliberative processes, the jury's isolation (at least at the time of decision) from external
influences and the insistence upon its function of determining the particular charge
according to the evidence combine, for so long as they can be preserved or observed, to
offer some assurance that the accused will not be judged by reference to sensational or
self-righteous pre-trial publicity or the passions of the mob. …
Deane J then turned to section 80 of the Australian Constitution, which so far as material
states: “The trial on indictment of any offence against any law of the Commonwealth shall be
by jury …”. He took the minority view that whether a trial was on indictment was not merely
a matter of what process was chosen by the prosecutor, but instead required a court
addressing the application of section 80 to form a judgement as to whether a particular trial
was appropriate to be dealt with by a jury, or otherwise than by jury (that is, to be tried
summarily by a judge). He indicated a “tentative view that that boundary will ordinarily be
identified by reference to whether the offence is punishable, when prosecuted in the manner
in which it is being prosecuted, by a maximum term of imprisonment of more than one
year”. 4 This approach was supported by Kirby J in Re Colina 5 , and is a more flexible
approach than that stated by Dixon and Evatt JJ in R v Federal Court of Bankruptcy; Ex parte
Lowenstein. 6 That a majority of the High Court might prefer a narrower view of section 80
does not affect the value of a notion of a “serious offence” as the touchstone, and the value of
the judicial exegesis in the High Court as a guide to the Members of the Assembly as when it
is appropriate to provide for trial by jury. The Committee notes that there is consistency
between the view taken by Deane J and that taken in Mr Connolly’s 1995 Bill (see above).
Magna Carta is not relevant
The possible relevance of Magna Carta should be noted. Justice Deane noted that as a
matter of history, Magna Carta is not the origin of trial by jury, but that does not end the
matter. One chapter of the 1297 version has been adopted as part of Territory law.
Subsection 17(2) of the Legislation Act 2001 provides: “ …. a reference to an Act includes a
reference to a former NSW Act or former UK Act mentioned in schedule 1”. Schedule 1
then first mentions Magna Carta, (1297) 25 Edw 1 c 29 (UK), and the text of this law has
been republished as in force on 5 July 2002. The material part of chapter 29 is:

[1985] HCA 72 [73].
1999] HCA 57 [102]-[103].
6 [1938] HCA 10.
4
5
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29

Imprisonment etc contrary to law
No freeman shall be taken or imprisoned, or disseised of his freehold, liberties or
free customs, or be outlawed or exiled or in any other wise destroyed; nor will
We pass upon him nor condemn him, but by lawful judgment of his peers or by
the law of the land. …

Reading chapter 29 as it speaks in contemporary times, the word “peers” might be read as
referring to persons who are, as a matter of formal law, equal in status to the accused. 7 On
the other hand, the right is severely qualified. In R v Cheung, the court noted that this
provision “says not only that a man will not be condemned but by lawful Judgment of his
Peers” but also it adds, disjunctively, “or by the Law of the Land”. That is, if the law
provides for some other procedure, this is sufficient. 8
Constitutional provisions in comparable common law nations
Finally, it is relevant to note that the constitutions of several common law nations
incorporate a right to trial by jury. 9
Paragraph 11(f) of the Canadian Charter provides:
Any person charged with an offence has the right, except in the case of an offence under
military law tried before a military tribunal, to the benefit of a trial by jury where the
maximum penalty for the offence is imprisonment for 5 years or a more severe
punishment. 10
The Constitution of Ireland, Articles 38. 2 and 38.5 state:
2. Minor offences may be tried by courts of summary jurisdiction.
5. Save in the case of the trial of offences under section 2, section 3 or section 4 of this
Article no person shall be tried on any criminal charge without a jury. 11

See R v Walker [1989] 2 Qd R 79 at 85.
R v Cheung [1999] NSWCCA 421 [67].
9 The Victorian Charter of Rights and Responsibilities 2006 does not contain any right to a jury, possibly
because the report leading to the Act took the view that starting point for the Charter should be the
civil and political rights contained in ICCPR.
10 The Canadian Charter contains a derogation provision similar to HRA section 28.
11 The Constitution of Ireland does not provide a definition of a “minor” offence for the purposes of
summary trial. The main criterion developed by the courts is the level of punishment which the
offence may attract. At present, the District Court is precluded from imposing a prison sentence in
excess of one year for any one offence or two years for a combination of offences. It may not impose a
fine in excess of £1,000 for an indictable offence although many summary offences now carry fines of
up to £1,500. Any offence for which the appropriate punishment would appear, in the opinion of the
District Court, to exceed these sentences should not be treated as minor. (Based on Katie Quinn, Jury
trial in Republic of Ireland
http://www.cairn.info/article.php?ID_ARTICLE=RIDP_721_0197 – accessed 28 January 2011). The
Irish Constitution contains a derogation provision more narrowly drawn than HRA section 28.
7
8
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Paragraph 24(e) of the Bill of Rights Act 1990 of New Zealand states:
Everyone who is charged with an offence shall have the right, except in the case of an
offence under military law tried before a military tribunal, to the benefit of a trial by jury
when the penalty for the offence is or includes imprisonment for more than 3 months. 12
Except so far as concerns Canada, the proposal in this Bill to limit the right to trial by jury
would not meet any of these constitutional standards, and would require justification in
terms similar to those in HRA section 28.
Conclusion
This proposed reduction in the availability of trial by jury of a criminal charge would bring
about a substantial change to the constitutional arrangements of the Territory concerning the
administration of justice. The merit of the institution of the jury as the fact-finder on
criminal trials is not beyond question, 13 but these amendments do not address this question.
They merely dispense with the jury in relation to offences punishable by up to five years
imprisonment and commit the trial of such cases to the Magistrates Court.
The only justification offered in the Explanatory Statement is that “[t]hese changes will free
the Supreme Court to deal with more complex and serious cases”. This justification pays no
attention to the protection that trial by jury offers to persons charged with a serious criminal
offence. As the extracts from Deane J’s judgment in Kingswell make clear, Anglo-Australian
lawyers and judges have long seen the jury as a fundamental right of high standing. It is not
easy to accept that its availability should be seriously qualified simply because court
resources have not been able to meet, or have not been managed to meet, 14 the need to
maintain the jury system in its current form.
The Committee recommends that the Minister provide a justification for this diminution of
the right to trial by jury in terms that would satisfy a full HRA section 28 justification for the
derogation of a right recognised in the HRA. In this connection, the Committee notes that
the Presentation Speech acknowledges that the Law Society and the Bar Association
proposed that all summary matters disposed of by the Magistrates Court should be amenable
to a full rehearing in the Supreme Court. The Government rejected this suggestion on the
basis that it “would be likely to significantly undermine the Government’s attempt to reduce
pressure on the Supreme Court”. A full section 28 justification would address this matter
and consider whether some modification of it would suffice. (The Committee does not
suggest that this is the only matter to be addressed.)
The Committee draws this matter to the attention of the Assembly and recommends that
the Minister respond, noting in particular the earlier call for an explanation concerning
the explanatory statement.

The New Zealand BORA contains a derogation provision similar to HRA section 28.
In Kingswell v R [1985] HCA 72 [53]. Deane J noted some possible reforms. More generally, see L
Blom-Cooper "Article 6 and Models of Criminal Trial" (2001) European Human Rights Law Review Issue
6 at 13, cited by Kirby J in Cheung v The Queen [2001] HCA 67 at footnote 85.
14 The Committee notes that the Attorney’s Presentation Speech indicates that in conjunction with the
Acting Chief Justice, he has requested a review of case-management in the ACT Supreme Court, to be
conducted by Justice Penfold and the Chief Executive of his Department.
12
13
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Equal protection of the law: HRA subsection 8(3)
The Galambany court
The Bill proposes (see amendment 1.39) to insert a new Chapter 4C in the Magistrates
Court Act 1930. The effect is described in the Explanatory Statement:
The specialist Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander sentencing process, known as
‘Ngambra Circle Sentencing Court’ has existed as part of the ACT Magistrates Court
practice since 2004. The purpose of the Circle Court is to provide a culturally relevant
sentencing option in the Magistrates Court jurisdiction for eligible Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander people who have offended.
Amendments to the Magistrates Court Act will give statutory recognition to the ACT
Circle Sentencing Court, and rename the Court ‘Galambany’. The Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander Elected Body recommended the name. It means 'We all, including you'.
Some other matters should be noted.
It is the Magistrates Court that is to be “known as the Galambany Court when it is sitting to
provide circle sentencing” (proposed section 219M), and that
circle sentencing means the step in a sentencing proceeding for an Aboriginal or Torres
Strait Islander offender that includes members of the Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander
community.
By proposed subsection 291N(1):
(1)

The Magistrates Court may give a direction in relation to the procedure to be
followed in relation to circle sentencing for certain Aboriginal or Torres Strait
Islander offenders, and any other relevant matter in relation to circle sentencing.

HRA section 8(3) provides that “(3) Everyone is equal before the law and is entitled to the
equal protection of the law without discrimination.” These provisions of the Bill enliven the
right in HRA subsection 8(3). A distinct set of procedures is prescribed in relation to the
sentencing of a defined class of alleged offenders. There needs be an explanation of why
either (i) this right is not limited, or, (ii) if it is, how that limitation is justified under HRA
section 28.
The Committee draws this matter to the attention of the Assembly and recommends that
the Minister respond.
Family Violence Court
The Bill proposes (see amendment 1.39) to insert a new Chapter 4B in the Magistrates
Court Act 1930. The effect is described in the Explanatory Statement:
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The Magistrates Court Act 1930 is amended to give statutory recognition to the Family
Violence list created by the Magistrates Court. Legislating for a specialised FV Court
acknowledges the specialisation and integration of the Family Violence Court and
recognise the complexities, vulnerabilities and special interest in protection of individual
victims and the community as a whole. The proposal is consistent with the goals of the
ACT Family Violence Intervention Program (FVIP), a coordinated ACT Government
criminal justice and community response to criminal family violence.
There is justification for this reform in the commentary to amendment 1.39.
In March 2009, the National Council to Reduce Violence Against Women and their
Children handed down its report, Time for Action: The National Council’s plan for
Australia to Reduce Violence against Women and their Children 2009-2021. The report
identified that the establishment of specialist domestic and family violence courts
recognises that problems caused by domestic violence are multiple and complex; and that
addressing the issue involves services and intervention by multiple agencies to provide a
vast range of culturally appropriate services to victims, not merely an appropriate
criminal justice response.
On 17 July 2009, the Attorney-General of Australia, the Hon Robert McClelland MP,
asked the Australian Law Reform Commission (ALRC) to conduct an Inquiry together
with the New South Wales Law Reform Commission (NSWLRC) into particular
questions in relation to family violence that had arisen from the Time for Action report.
The ALRC/NSWLRC has come to the preliminary view, that state and territory
governments should establish and foster specialised family violence courts in their
jurisdictions.
These provisions of the Bill enliven the right in HRA subsection 8(3), in that a distinct set of
procedures is prescribed in relation to a defined class of alleged offenders. There needs to be
an explanation of why either (i) this right is not limited, or, (ii) if it is, how that limitation is
justified under HRA section 28.
The Committee draws this matter to the attention of the Assembly and recommends that
the Minister respond.
Does a clause of the Bill inappropriately delegate legislative power?
Transitional provisions containing a “Henry VIII” clause
The Bill contains two sets of transitional provisions to deal with the case where a criminal
proceeding on indictment has commenced, but has not been finally decided, in the Supreme
Court prior to the commencement of the proposed Courts Legislation Amendment Act 2010.
The effect of both sets is that the Supreme Court continues to have jurisdiction to decide all
matters necessary to a final disposition of the proceeding.
One set of these provisions would be contained in proposed Chapter 13 of the Magistrates
Court Act (see amendment 1.42), and an almost identical set provided for proposed Part 11
of the Supreme Court Act.
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Both sets contain a provision permitting the Executive to make regulations to “prescribe
transitional matters necessary or convenient to be prescribed because of the enactment of the
Courts Legislation Amendment Act 2010” (amendment 1.42, proposed subsection 471(1) of
the Magistrates Court Act). The problems lie in proposed subsections 471(2) and (3): 15
(2)

(3)

A regulation may modify this part (including in relation to another territory law) to
make provision in relation to anything that, in the Executive’s opinion, is not, or is
not adequately or appropriately, dealt with in this part.
A regulation under subsection (2) has effect despite anything else in this Act or
another territory law.

Proposed subsection 471(2) would authorise the Executive, by regulation, to make law that
affects the availability of trial by jury, and the question is whether this is an appropriate
topic for regulation. It might be argued that it is more appropriate for the Assembly to make
laws on this topic.
Proposed subsection 471(3) is, as the Committee has pointed out on several occasions,
misleading in that it purports to authorise the making of a regulation that would operate
despite anything to the contrary in any other Territory law, including an Act made by the
Assembly subsequent to the making of the regulation. This is not constitutionally possible
and could well mislead a citizen reading subsection 471(3).
This is a matter on which the Committee has often reported and, in Scrutiny Report No. 27
of the 7th Assembly, the Committee noted that a Minister had responded by acknowledging
that such a provision did not restrain the power of the Assembly to make laws. It was
accepted that a provision could be amended or repealed by the Assembly and that it could
make another law that overrode the effect of the provision. In that report, the Committee
recommended that, if such a provision was to be included in a bill, a note should be inserted
stating the points made by the Minister.
In a response to Scrutiny Report No. 27, the Attorney-General disagreed that provisions of
this kind are misleading and argued that “[p]art of the accepted and understood meaning of
this type of provision is that it would not restrain the power of the Legislative Assembly to
make laws”, and repeated the wording of the earlier response. He added that “[i]nserting
such a note may result in undue confusion and potential limiting of the provision”. 16
The Committee finds it hard to understand a note could limit the operation of such a
provision and, far from confusing a reader, would assist her or him to understand the effect
of the provision. The Committee considers that it would be preferable to refrain from
inserting these provisions into legislation, and to adopt some other form of drafting that is
not misleading. What the Attorney-General refers to as “the accepted and understood
meaning” is an understanding that would only be held by those who understood the
limitations on the power of the Assembly to make laws that flow from the provisions of
Part IV of the Australian Capital Territory (Self-Government) Act 1988. The ordinary
citizen cannot be expected to share this understanding.

15
16

The other set of provisions is in part 1.19 of Schedule 1 of the Bill, amendment 1.46.
The Attorney-General’s response is in Scrutiny Report No. 28.
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The Committee draws this matter to the attention of the Assembly and recommends that
the Minister respond.
Comment on the Explanatory Statement
This Explanatory Statement is deficient in a number of ways. The omission of any reference
to the effect of the Bill on trial by jury has been noted. In many instances, the explanation of
the content of a provision is very sparse and, in one instance, is unintelligible; in respect of
the latter, see the explanation of clause 1.42, which does not appear to relate to proposed
section 470 of the Magistrates Court Act.
CRIMES LEGISLATION AMENDMENT BILL 2010
This Bill would amend the Crimes Act 1900, the Crimes (Sentencing) Act 2005, the Criminal
Code 2002 and the Prostitution Act 1992.
Report under section 38 of the Human Rights Act 2004
The right to privacy and the re-introduction of the crime of bestiality
Proposed section 63A of the Crimes Act would provide:
63A

Bestiality
A person commits an offence if the person engages in a sexual activity of any
kind with an animal.
Maximum penalty: imprisonment for 10 years.

The Explanatory Statement raises and deals with a human rights issue very briefly, when it
states:
The amendment which gives rise to consideration of human rights issues is the reintroduction of the bestiality offence at section 63A of the Crimes Act 1900. … Whilst
the re-introduction of the bestiality offence may raise some concerns over the
interference with the section 12 right to privacy, the limitation on the right to privacy is
proportionate to achieving the policy objective of preventing animals from being
subjected to abuse in the form of non-consensual sexual acts. The criminalising of
bestiality is consistent with the criminalising of non-consensual act generally. The reintroduction of the offence is the least restrictive and appropriate interference with this
right, as required by section 28 of the HR Act.
This is a very brief section 28 justification, and does not address each of the factors stated in
subsection 28(2). In the circumstances, Members of the Assembly may feel that this is
sufficient, given that the offence of bestiality is of long-standing in our criminal law and has
not been the subject of any objection.
The Committee makes no further comment.
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PUBLIC SECTOR MANAGEMENT AMENDMENT BILL 2010
This Bill would amend the Public Sector Management Act 1994, primarily to address
inconsistencies between the components of the employment framework of members of the
ACT Public Service, which framework comprises this Act, the Public Sector Management
Standards 2006, ACTPS Collective/Enterprise Agreements and relevant whole of
government policies.
Report under section 38 of the Human Rights Act 2004
Do any provisions of the Bill make rights, liberties and/or obligations unduly dependent
upon insufficiently defined administrative powers?
The right to privacy and the definition of Aboriginal person or Torres Strait Islander
The Explanatory Statement to clause 5 states that the purpose of the amendment proposed to
section 39 of the Act is to update the definition of Aboriginal person or Torres Strait
Islander. This, however, is not achieved by this amendment, but by that proposed by clause
38 of the Bill which would amend the Dictionary of the Act. This updated definition states:
Aboriginal person or Torres Strait Islander means a person who—
(a)

is a descendant of an Aboriginal person or Torres Strait Islander; and

(b)

identifies as an Aboriginal person or Torres Strait Islander; and

(c)

is accepted as an Aboriginal person or Torres Strait Islander by an Aboriginal or
Torres Strait Islander community.

This is now a common form of definition across Territory law and the law in other
Australian jurisdictions. Its application has in some contexts proved difficult and has
generated conflict between persons claiming this status. 17
A human rights dimension arises from the fact that paragraph (c) of this definition limits the
ability of a person who satisfies both paragraphs (a) and (b) to qualify for the status of being
an Aboriginal person or Torres Strait Islander. The Preamble to the Human Rights Act states
that the purpose of the Act is to confer rights on individuals. Clauses 1 and 2 of the
Preamble state:
1

Human rights are necessary for individuals to live lives of dignity and value.

2

Respecting, protecting and promoting the rights of individuals improves the welfare
of the whole community.

Whether a person (the claimant) has the status of being an Aboriginal person or Torres Strait
Islander goes to the heart of their personal identity, and is arguably an aspect of their privacy
within the meaning of that concept in HRA paragraph 12(a). A law that confers on another
person, or a group of persons, the ability to deny that status might be seen to interfere with

John Gardiner-Garden, The Definition of Aboriginality, Research Note 18 2000-01, Parliamentary
Library, Parliament of Australia - http://www.aph.gov.au/library/pubs/rn/2000-01/01rn18.htm accessed 1 February 2011.
17
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the claimant’s privacy. In terms of whether the law limits the right in HRA paragraph 12(a),
the question is then whether this interference is arbitrary.
This is a very complex question, and the Committee recommends no more than that the
Minister address some questions that arise concerning the application of paragraph (c) of the
definition. These are:


how a claimant might or must demonstrate that they have been “accepted” by an
Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander community;



how a claimant might or must demonstrate that where a number of persons have
accepted the claimant, these persons constitute a “community” for the purposes of
paragraph (c) insofar as concerns the claimant: and



how any dispute between a claimant and a community he or she has approached for
acceptance might be resolved.

This information would permit a Member of the Assembly to better assess the compatibility
of the definition with HRA paragraph 12(a).
The Committee draws this matter to the attention of the Assembly and recommends that
the Minister respond.
Equal protection of the law: HRA subsection 8(3)
Qualification of the merit principle
Proposed subsection 65(2) states the basic elements of the “merit principle”.
(2)

The relevant chief executive exercising the function 18 must ensure that—
(a)

all people who are eligible have, as far as practicable, a reasonable opportunity
to apply for the appointment, engagement, transfer or promotion; and

(b)

the decision is made on the basis of an assessment of the relative efficiency of
the applicants, having regard to—
(i)

the nature of the duties to be performed; and

(ii)

the relevant abilities, qualifications, experience, personal qualities and
potential for development of the applicants.

Paragraph 65(2)(a) appears to accord with HRA subsection 8(3), but it applies only to
persons who are “eligible”. By proposed subsection 65(3), “[f]or subsection (2) (a), the
people who are eligible may be limited if the position is an identified position”. By proposed
subclause 65(6):
identified position means a position that the relevant chief executive has decided, in
accordance with a prescribed process, must be filled by—
(a)

an Aboriginal person or Torres Strait Islander; or

“Function” means a function under that is exercised in relation to enumerated employment matters:
subsection 65(1).

18
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(b)

a person who has a disability.

Proposed subsection 65(3) appears to limit the right in HRA subsection 8(3) to the equal
protection of the law, and thus requires justification under HRA section 28. The Explanatory
Statement does not address this issue.
The Committee draws this matter to the attention of the Assembly and recommends that
the Minister respond.
The merit principle in proposed subsection 65(2) is elaborated by proposed subsection 65(4),
which would provide:
(4)

Without limiting subsection (2), a function under this Act must be exercised—
(a)

without patronage or favouritism; and

(b)

without discrimination that is unlawful under the Discrimination Act 1991.

Again, these principles accord with HRA subsections 8(2) and (3), but they are qualified by
proposed subsection 65(5):
(5)

For subsection (4) (b), the exercise of a function that is in accordance with an
approved program for women or people in a designated group is not unlawful under
the Discrimination Act 1991.

Assuming that the effect of subsection 65(5) is to displace the Discrimination Act 1991, the
Committee notes that the Human Rights Act is not explicitly displaced. Thus, administrative
decision-makers who may promulgate an “approved program” for women or people in a
designated group would be bound to exercise their power in a way that did not derogate
from the rights stated in HRA subsections 8(2) and (3). These provide:
(2)

Everyone has the right to enjoy his or her human rights without distinction or
discrimination of any kind.

(3)

Everyone is equal before the law and is entitled to the equal protection of the law
without discrimination. In particular, everyone has the right to equal and effective
protection against discrimination on any ground.

The Committee recommends that the Minister explain whether or not the Human Rights Act
is affected by proposed subsection 65(5). If his view is that it is, then a justification for its
displacement is required.
The Committee draws this matter to the attention of the Assembly and recommends that
the Minister respond.
Do any of the clauses of the Bill “make rights, liberties and/or obligations unduly
dependent upon insufficiently defined administrative powers”?
The right to a fair trial: HRA subsection 21(1)
Two issues arise under this heading.
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The first is whether a number of discretionary powers, the exercise of which could have a
substantial adverse impact on a person, should be conditioned on the repository of the power
have reasonable grounds for the opinion that must be held as a condition for the exercise of
the power. The relevant provisions are: subclauses 70(4), 71(4), 71A(4), 71B(1), 71B(5),
90(1), 95(1), 96(1), 96D(1), and 143(1).
The second issue is whether a person affected by the proposed exercise of certain of the
administrative powers to be created by the amendments should be given reasons for the
proposed exercise and/or accorded an opportunity to make submissions in opposition to
what is proposed. The Bill does prescribe such a procedure in relation to the exercise of
some powers. For example, by proposed section 95, if a relevant chief executive for an
administrative unit is satisfied that the efficient administration of the unit requires the
transfer of an officer from one part of the unit to another, he or she:
may transfer an officer to fill a vacant office in the unit if the chief executive—
(a)

gives the officer an opportunity to state his or her views in relation to the transfer;
and

(b)

considers the views of the officer (subsection 95(2)).

There are similar provisions in proposed section 94 (although only in limited circumstances)
and in proposed section 96 (although in this case the decision-maker is not obliged to
consider any comments made by the relevant persons). 19
The question is why similar provision should not be made in relation to other powers. The
relevant provisions are: subclauses 70(5), 71(5), 71A(5), 71B(3), 112(2)(b), 118(3), 118(5),
143(1), and 143(8).
The Committee draws this matter to the attention of the Assembly and recommends that
the Minister respond.
Comment on the Explanatory Statement
The Explanatory Statement fails to meet the standards expected. At many points it does not
attempt to explain in plain English statement the contents of a clause.
WORKPLACE PRIVACY BILL 2010
This is a Bill for an act to regulate surveillance of workers in workplaces.
The Explanatory Statement states:
Surveillance of employees by employers is currently unregulated in the Australian Capital
Territory, and this Bill arises out of a concern that security cameras and other monitoring
devices are being installed in workplaces without the knowledge of employees.

The are also some variants in terminology in these three sections. Section 94 speaks of
“submissions”, section 95 of “views”, and section 96 of “comments”. Is it intended that there be a
difference between the operation of these sections in this respect?
19
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It may thus be seen as giving effect to HRA section 12:
Everyone has the right—
(a)

not to have his or her privacy, family, home or correspondence interfered with
unlawfully or arbitrarily; and

(b)

not to have his or her reputation unlawfully attacked.

The Explanatory Statement also acknowledges that there is a need to balance “a worker’s
right to privacy with a business owner’s right to take reasonable steps to protect their
business and monitor their employees”.
The scheme proposed is very complex, but the Explanatory Statement falls short by a long
way in explaining the nature of its provisions. While this is unusual, the Committee can best
assist the Assembly by outlining the scheme as it unfolds in the Bill and, at points, suggesting
matters for clarification. On this basis, the Assembly might assess whether the balance sought
has been achieved.
Elements of the scheme
Part 3 of the Bill governs the conduct of an employer that amounts to surveillance of a
worker in a workplace, where that surveillance is not either covert in nature (in which case
the activity is regulated by part 4), or prohibited, being surveillance that is conducted in a
non-work area as defined in clause 41 (in which case it is an offence to conduct the
surveillance).
Surveillance that falls under part 3 must be conducted within certain limits.
1. Prior to conducting surveillance of a worker, the employer must, within the time limits
prescribed in subclause 13(3), give a written notice to the worker that contains the
information prescribed in subclause 13(4); (two exceptions to this requirement are noted
immediately below). Perhaps the most significant matter is the statement of “purpose for
which the employer may use and disclose surveillance records of the surveillance” (paragraph
13(4)(g)).
It is an offence to fail to comply with a requirement under clause 13 in relation to the
surveillance (subclause 18(1)).
2. The employer “need not give written notice to a worker for surveillance using an optical
surveillance device in a workplace if the workplace is not a usual workplace of the worker”
(subclause 13(2)) (emphasis added). (Note too that if written notice need not be given,
clause 14 has no application.)
Comment There is no explanation for this limitation.
3. Clause 19 exempts surveillance of a worker from all the requirements of part 3 where “the
worker agrees to the conduct of the surveillance for a purpose other than surveillance of the worker;
and … the surveillance is conducted in accordance with the agreement” (subclause 19(1)).
Subclause 19(2) provides that “a worker is taken to agree to the conduct of surveillance if a
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body representing a substantial number of workers in the workplace agrees to the conduct of
the surveillance”.
Comment This clause requires more explanation than is offered in the Explanatory Statement.
Is a person who commences to be a worker after the agreement is concluded included in the
concept of “worker” employed in subclause 19(1)? Could a number of workers be
“substantial” if that number is less than half of those employed at the workplace? What is to
happen where the employer’s workforce work at more than one workplace? There is also the
issue of whether the privacy rights of a person can be overridden by an agreement of this
nature.
4. Where an employer must give a written notice, the employer “must consult with the
worker in good faith about the conduct of the surveillance” within the prescribed period,
which means that “the employer gives the worker a genuine opportunity to influence the
conduct of the surveillance” (clause 14).
Comment Leaving aside a case where clause 14 will not apply, it appears that it is not an
offence to fail to comply with a requirement under clause 14, which raises the question:
what will be the effect of a failure to consult a particular worker?
5. In relation to use of an optical surveillance device, a data surveillance device, and a
tracking device, there are additional requirements (specific to each device) to be observed by
an employer, on pain of committing an offence (see section 18).
6. There are three provisions dealing with blocking electronic communication and internet
access.
By subclause 20(1), “[a]n employer commits an offence if the employer stops the delivery of
an electronic communication sent to or by a worker, or stops a worker’s access to a website”,
but by subclause 20(2), this prohibition will not apply 20 where the employer was acting in
accord with a policy (subject to the limits in subclauses 21(4) and (5) 21 as to what the policy
must not prescribe) and either (i) that policy had been notified to the worker before the
stopping of the electronic communication, or (ii) the employer was not required to notify the
worker under subclauses 21(2) or (3).
Where an employer stops a communication under subclause 20(2), “employer must give the
worker a notice (a stopped delivery notice) that delivery of the electronic communication has
been stopped as soon as practicable after it is stopped” (subclause 21(1). By subclause 21(2),
the employer is not required to give the notice where they believe the communication is
spam, or contains malicious software, or that it might reasonably be considered to be
threatening, harassing or offensive. By subclause 21(3), the employer is not required to give
the notice where the communication was sent by the worker and the employer was not, and
could not reasonably be expected to be, aware of either the identity of the relevant worker or
that the communication was sent by a worker.

The effect is thus that on a prosecution the employer would carry an evidential burden of proof in
respect of the matters in subclause 20(2).
21 The Committee suggests that subclauses 21(4) and (5) might be better located as subclauses in
clause 20, as they appear only to qualify subclause 20(2).
20
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Comment Would an employer commit an offence under subclause 20(1) where the
employer stops delivery of an electronic communication sent by a worker, where the
employer does not know the worker’s identity, and the stoppage was not in accordance
with a policy? This seems to be the case. Irrespective of whether stoppage was in accord
with a policy, would an employer would commit an offence under subclause 20(1) where
the employer stops delivery of an electronic communication sent to a worker, where the
employer did not know the identity of the worker?
7. Clause 22 creates offences in relation to the use and disclosure of surveillance records:


under subclause 22(1), where the employer having conducted surveillance, “uses a
surveillance record in relation to the surveillance to take adverse action against the
worker”, but this does not apply “if the notice given to the worker under section 13 stated
that the employer may use the surveillance to take adverse action against the worker”
(subclause 22(2)); and



under subclause 22(3), where the employer fails to ensure that the record is otherwise
(than to take adverse action) only used or disclosed in the circumstances stated. These
circumstances cover a broad range of circumstances and include disclosure under
clause 23.

8. Clause 23 is headed “Access to surveillance records of notified surveillance”.
Comment There is nothing in the body of the clause that limits its operation to records
obtained by surveillance that was notified. Does it apply records obtained or created as a
result of covert surveillance? Does it apply to records that the employer obtained as a
result of non-notified surveillance that is not authorised covert surveillance?
The rule in subclause 23(1) is that an employer “must, on the written request of a worker,
allow the worker to have access to surveillance records in relation to the worker”. This must
not be done if disclosure would be an offence under section 22 or otherwise unlawful, and
“the employer need not allow access” in the circumstances stated in subclause 23(3).
Comment Subclause 23(3) raises some problems. Supposing the words “need not” are
read, as it seems they should be, to allow a discretion to the employer, it seems odd that
the employer should be able to choose to disclose records in the circumstances stated in
some of the paragraphs of subclause 23(3) – see for example, (a)(i), (v), (vi) and (vii),
and (b).
There may be a problem in paragraph (a)(iii). It does not seem to cover records that
would not be accessible in the process of discovery, so does this mean that they must be
disclosed?
Part 4 of the Bill governs the conduct of an employer that amounts to covert surveillance,
that is, surveillance that was not notified to the worker under part 3 (and is not prohibited
surveillance).
Comment Does part 4 apply to surveillance of the kind described in subclause 13(2)?
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9. By subclause 35(1), the conduct of covert surveillance by an employer in a workplace is an
offence, but this provision does not apply if the surveillance is “conducted in accordance with
a covert surveillance authority” (paragraph 35(2)(a)). Division 4.2 governs covert
surveillance authorities.
10. By subclause 26(1), “[a]n employer may apply to the Magistrates Court for authority (a
covert surveillance authority) to conduct covert surveillance of a worker in a workplace only
for the purpose of finding out if the worker is engaged in an unlawful activity in the
workplace”. The concept of “unlawful activity” is defined to mean “an act or omission that is
an offence against a territory law or the law of another jurisdiction”.
Comment Why is the definitions of “unlawful activity” confined to acts, etc that are
offences? Was it considered whether it might extend to a situation where the employer
wished to find out if they could obtain a remedy in the civil jurisdiction of the courts, for
example, to restrain a breach of contract, or to sue in some tortious cause of action?
An application must contain details of a number of matters, and, apart from those that will
also be addressed in any authority granted by the court (see subclause 28(4)), must address
some other matters, notably:
(2)

(a)

the grounds that the employer has for suspecting a worker is involved in an
unlawful activity and the name of the worker (if practicable); and

(b)

the actions (if any) the employer has taken to detect the unlawful activity and
the result of the actions; … .

Comment The application need not specify the nature of the relevant “unlawful activity”;
compared to subclause 28(4)(a), which requires an authorisation to so specify. Is this
intended? What is more generally required is an explanation of whether and to what
extent a person could or could not obtain access to both an application to the court, and to
an authority issued by the court.
An application “must also nominate at least one person to be a surveillance supervisor for the
covert surveillance authority” (subclause 26(3)).
11. By clause 27, “[a] hearing of an application for a covert surveillance authority must be
held in private”.
Comment The Explanatory Statement notes that this clause engages the “open court”
aspects of the right to a fair trial in HRA section 21, but submits that “[t]his is reasonable
in this circumstance as a public hearing would compromise the objective of covert
surveillance, and the Magistrates Court is required to consider the effect on privacy when
considering whether to grant a covert surveillance authority”. This is a very brief
section 28 justification, but the Committee considers that there is no question but that this
is a correct conclusion.
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12. The power of the Magistrates Court is stated in clause 28. The court must be “satisfied
that there are reasonable grounds to issue the authority”, and while it may consider any
relevant matter, the discretion is structured in that certain stated matters must be considered.
Where an authority is issued, it must state the matters indicated in subclause 28(4). The court
must appoint a surveillance supervisor (clause 29). By subclause 30, “[a] covert surveillance
authority may be issued for not longer than 30 days or another period prescribed by
regulation”.
13. The statutory conditions attaching to an authority are stated in clause 31. A surveillance
supervisor must not give another person access to a covert surveillance record, (subclause
31(2)), except that “an employer” may be given “part of” a record “(a) for a purpose for
which the covert surveillance authority was issued; or (b) to identify or detect any other
unlawful activity in a workplace”.
Comment Why is this limited to “part of” a record? Could the whole of a record be
disclosed?
14. By subclause 31(4), “[a] surveillance supervisor must, within 3 months after the expiry of
a covert surveillance authority, erase or destroy all covert surveillance records in relation to
the authority, other than records required for investigative or evidentiary purposes”.
Comment The concept of “investigative or evidentiary purposes” is very loose.
Investigating what? As evidence for what purpose?
15. By subclause 31(5), “[an] employer must, on the written request of a worker, give the
worker access to any part of a covert surveillance record that an employer seeks to rely on to
take adverse action in relation to the worker”.
Comment It may be asked why this obligation to disclose is not qualified in the ways
stated in subclause 23(3) (see above at 10). While the words “adverse action” limit the
scope of the obligation to disclose the record, it would not be possible to predict that even
in these situations there might not be a basis for any of the exclusions stated in subclause
23(3). (The Committee noted a problem (see above at 10) with the wording of paragraph
23(3)(a)(iii)).
16. The offence in subclause 35(1), and the exception where an authority has been obtained,
has been noted (see above at 11). In subclause 35(2), there are four other circumstances
where an employer may conduct covert surveillance.
Comment Is it to be noted that only an employer may rely on these exceptions, but, of
course, only an employer conducting covert surveillance of a worker in a workplace is
affected by subclause 35(1).
17. An employer charged with an offence under clause 35 may rely on defences stated in
subclause 36, in respect of which the employer will carry a legal burden of proof of the
elements of the defence.
Comment Casting a legal burden on a defendant engages HRA subsection 22(1) (the
presumption of innocence), and a section 28 justification is required.
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In effect, clause 36 permits covert surveillance by an employer in circumstances other than
where an authority is obtained – generally speaking, for the security of workplaces. The use
of the records created in these ways as evidence in a proceeding against the worker is
regulated by subclause 36(2). The records are not admissible except in the circumstances
stated in subclause 36(2). There is an exception for use in “legal proceedings” (of any kind
presumably) where “the desirability of admitting the evidence outweighs the undesirability of
admitting evidence that has been obtained in the way in which the evidence was obtained”.
Comment The formula just stated is found in statutes and in the common law to govern
the admissibility of evidence that had been unlawfully or unfairly obtained. But the
records in issue here would have been obtained lawfully, under subclause 36(1). What is
it about the way the record (which is the more appropriate term than “evidence”) was
obtained that could make it undesirable to admit it in evidence?
18. On pain of otherwise committing an offence, an employer must give the Magistrates
Court a written report setting out the “covert surveillance authority information” within
30 days after the end of the relevant authority (subclause 37(1)). The nature of this
information is prescribed by subclause 37(2).
Subclause 38(2) then governs what orders may be made by the court after it receives a report.
These are (1) an order to keep the records “in the court’s safekeeping or to be dealt with by
the court as it considers appropriate”, and (2) “an order that a stated person or entity be told
of the covert surveillance and given access to a covert surveillance record, or part of a covert
surveillance record of the surveillance”. Subclause 38(3) then states that the court “must
make an order under subsection 38(2)(b) in favour of the worker the subject of the covert
surveillance unless satisfied there is a good reason not to” (and the notion of “good reason” is
then elaborated in subclause 38(4)).
Comment These provisions, when read with other provisions, create great complexity.
Some questions that arise are: How do these provisions work in conjunction with the
subclause 31(4)? How does a Magistrates Court come to be in possession of a covert
surveillance record, given that the employer’s report need not include them? What effect
might a court order have on the ability of a party to any kind of litigation to obtain access
to the records by ordinary court process? Given that it could not be assumed that the
worker would oppose the proposed order, how could the court work out whether a
particular order favoured the worker unless it received evidence from the worker?
19. Subclause 39(1) provides that:
A person commits an offence if the person uses or discloses to someone else surveillance
information in a covert surveillance record.
Comment Given that this provision does not stipulate a fault element, the effect of
subsection 22(1) of the Criminal Code is that the fault element for the physical elements
of using, etc surveillance information etc, is intention. If this is so, what role does
subclause 39(2) have to play?
Subclause 39(3) then sets out a number of situations in which subclause 39(1) does not apply,
including “(a) use or disclosure under the conditions of the covert surveillance authority or an
order of the Magistrates Court under section 38”.
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Comment How do these provisions work in conjunction with the subclauses 31(3)
and (4)?
Subclause 39(4) then sets out a number of situations in which subclause 39(1) does not apply
“if the covert surveillance record results from covert surveillance conducted other than under
a covert surveillance authority”.
Comment In what situations could a record result from covert surveillance conducted
other than under a covert surveillance authority?
The Committee draws these matters to the attention of the Assembly and recommends that
the Member respond.

SUBORDINATE LEGISLATION
Disallowable Instruments—No comment
The Committee has examined the following disallowable instruments and offers no
comments on them:
Disallowable Instrument DI2010-283 being the Radiation Protection (Fees)
Determination 2010 (No. 1) made under section 120 of the Radiation Protection Act 2006
revokes DI2009-228 and determines fees payable for the purposes of the Act.
Disallowable Instrument DI2010-284 being the Education (School Boards of Schools in
Special Circumstances) Birrigai Outdoor School Determination 2010 made under
section 43 of the Education Act 2004 determines the composition of the school board of
the Birrigai Outdoor School.
Disallowable Instrument DI2010-286 being the Road Transport (General) Application
of Road Transport Legislation Declaration 2010 (No. 9) made under section 13 of the
Road Transport (General) Act 1999 exempts specified vehicles from certain provisions of
the road transport legislation to enable them to be driven to the funeral of Beb Fox.
Disallowable Instrument DI2010-289 being the Road Transport (Safety and Traffic
Management) Parking Authority Declaration 2010 (No. 4) made under subsection
75A(2) of the Road Transport (Safety and Traffic Management) Regulation 2000 declares a
specified company to be a parking authority for the areas of Block 2, Section 32, and
Block 2, Section 31, Dickson.
Disallowable Instruments—Comment
The Committee has examined the following disallowable instruments and offers these
comments on them:
Minor drafting issue
Disallowable Instrument DI2010-287 being the Exhibition Park Corporation (Governing
Board) Appointment 2010 (No. 3) made under section 8 of the Exhibition Park Corporation
Act 1976 and section 78 of the Financial Management Act 1996 appoints a specified person as
a member of the governing board of the Exhibition Park Corporation.
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Disallowable Instrument DI2010-288 being the Exhibition Park Corporation
(Governing Board) Appointment 2010 (No. 4) made under section 8 of the Exhibition
Park Corporation Act 1976 and section 78 of the Financial Management Act 1996 appoints
specified persons as members of the governing board of the Exhibition Park
Corporation.
The instruments listed above, respectively, appoint one specified person and two specified
persons to the Governing Board of the Exhibition Park Corporation. In each case, the formal
part of the instrument refers to the following provisions as providing the power to make the
appointments - sections 8 and 9 of the Exhibition Park Corporation Act 1976 and sections 78
and 79 of the Financial Management Act 1996. The Committee notes that (as acknowledged
in the instruments themselves) section 79 of the Financial Management Act relates to the
appointment of chairs and deputy chairs of governing boards of territory authorities. The
Committee also notes that the persons appointed by these instruments are only appointed as
members, not as chair or deputy chair. That being the case, it seems unnecessary to refer to
section 79.
This comment does not require a response from the Minister.
Subordinate Law—No comment
The Committee has examined the following subordinate law and offers no comments on it:
Subordinate Law SL2010-44 being the Smoking (Prohibition in Enclosed Public Places)
Amendment Regulation 2010 (No. 1) made under the Smoking (Prohibition in Enclosed
Public Places) Act 2003 prescribes the amended name of the regulation, the minimum
height for a smoke-impervious buffer screen or wall in a designated outdoor smoking
area and that the diagram in a smoking management plan must be the licensee's
licensed premises plan.

GOVERNMENT RESPONSES
The Committee has received responses from:


The Attorney-General, dated 7 December 2010, in relation to comments made in
Scrutiny Report 31 concerning the Firearms Amendment Bill 2010.



The Minister for Education and Training, dated 7 December 2010, in relation to
comments made in Scrutiny Report 31 concerning the ACT Teacher Quality Institute
Bill 2010.



The Attorney-General, dated 8 December 2010, in relation to comments made in
Scrutiny Report 31 concerning the Fair Trading (Australian Consumer Law)
Amendment Bill 2010.



The Treasurer, dated 8 December, in relation to comments made in Scrutiny Report 31
concerning the Payroll Tax Amendment Bill 2010.
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The Minister for Planning, dated 21 December 2010, in relation to comments made in
Scrutiny Report 31 concerning the Planning and Development (Environmental Impact
Statements) Amendment Bill 2010 and Disallowable Instrument DI2010-275, being
the Planning and Development (Change of Use—GP Practice Clinics) Policy
Direction 2010 (No. 1).



The Minister for Health, dated 22 December 2010, in relation to comments made in
Scrutiny Report 31 concerning:


Disallowable Instrument DI2010-274, being the Health (Fees) Determination
2010 (No. 4); and



Subordinate Law SL2010-43, being the Health Professionals Amendment
Regulation 2010 (No. 2).



The Minister for the Environment, Climate Change and Water, dated 13 January 2011,
in relation to comments made in Scrutiny Report 31 concerning Disallowable
Instrument DI2010-279, being the Utilities Water Conservation Measures Approval
2010.



The Minister for Transport and Minister for Territory and Municipal Services, dated
21 January 2011, in relation to comments made in Scrutiny Report 29 concerning
Disallowable Instruments:


DI2010-202, being the Road Transport (Public Passenger Services) (Minimum
Service Standards—Taxi Network) Approval 2010 (No. 1);



DI2010-265, being the Plant Diseases (Phylloxera) Prohibition 2010 (No. 1); and



DI2010-224, being the Cemeteries and Crematoria (ACT Public Cemeteries
Authority Governing Board) Appointment 2010 (No. 8).



The Minister for Transport, dated 24 January 2011, in relation to comments made in
Scrutiny Report 31 concerning Disallowable Instrument DI2010-281, being the Road
Transport (Offences) (Declaration of Holiday Period) Determination 2010 (No. 1).



The Attorney-General, dated 8 February 2011, in relation to comments made in
Scrutiny Report 31 concerning the Bail Amendment Bill 2010.

The Committee wishes to thank the Attorney-General, the Minister for Education and
Training, the Treasurer, the Minister for Planning, the Minister for Health, the Minister for
the Environment, Climate Change and Water, and the Minister for Transport and Minister for
Territory and Municipal Services for their helpful responses.

PRIVATE MEMBER’S RESPONSE
The Committee has received a response from Ms Hunter, dated 3 February 2011, in relation
to comments made in Scrutiny Report 27 concerning the Children and Young People (Death
Review) Amendment Bill 2010.
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COMMENT ON GOVERNMENT RESPONSES
Response of the Attorney-General to the Committee’s report on the Fair Trading (Australian
Consumer Law) Amendment Bill 2010 – Scrutiny Report No 31 of 6 December 2010
The Committee thanks the Attorney-General for his response.
The Committee was aware of the extensive consultation that preceded the enactment of the
Commonwealth statutes that make up the Australian Consumer Law. It was also aware that a
note to proposed section 6 of the Fair Trading Act 1992 referred the reader to a
Commonwealth government website where may be found the text of the ACL (see clause 1.6
of Schedule 1 of the Bill). 22
The Committee’s concern was (and remains) that the Explanatory Statement “does not seek
to explain these provisions, or refer to any document that does”. In this response, the
Attorney-General refers to a website where may be found the Commonwealth Explanatory
Memoranda that relate to the text of the ACL. This reference should have been made in at
least the Explanatory Statement, and preferably in the Note to proposed section 6 of the Fair
Trading Act 1992. It would not have been an inefficient use of the Territory’s resources to
make this link, nor would it have been time-consuming.
The Committee recommends that the Explanatory Statement to the Bill be amended to
refer to the website where may be found the Commonwealth Explanatory Memoranda that
relate to the text of the ACL.
The Committee reported that “[a]part from a brief reference to unspecified strict liability
offences, the Explanatory Statement makes no effort to address the compatibility of the
provisions of the ACL with the Human Rights Act 2004”. The Attorney’s response is that the
provisions of the ACL were “given due consideration in the scrutiny process. In that scrutiny
process, each of the elements of section 28(2) were considered”. He restates the general claim
in the Explanatory Statement that limitations to the HRA rights “are justified and
proportionate in the circumstances and therefore compatible with the [HRA]. This is
consistent with the position in Victoria”.
The Committee referred to the extensive human rights compatibility analysis prepared by the
Victorian Minister responsible for the bill that proposed adoption of the ACL in Victoria. In
this vital respect, the approach taken in the Explanatory Statement to the Fair Trading
(Australian Consumer Law) Amendment Bill 2010 is not consistent with the Victorian
position.
The Committee of course accepts that a scrutiny process takes place in one or more places in
the government to assess the compatibility of a bill with the HRA (and other human rights),
and that, in any case where a right is limited, the elements of subsection 28(2) are considered.
This being so, it should not be time-consuming were the Explanatory Statement to reveal to
the Assembly the conclusions reached in the process, with a reference to the material
considerations taken into account in reaching that conclusion, and by reference in particular
to the elements in subsection 28(2). The Victorian Compatibility Statement is a model for this
format.
22

The Attorney’s reference to section 6 of the Bill is not correct.
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The Committee is concerned that the Attorney-General might be taken to imply that such an
analysis is not necessary because at the end of some unidentified process within government
a conclusion was reached that provisions of a bill were HRA compatible. Such an approach
would entirely defeat the purpose of section 37 of the Human Rights Act, which provides that
the Attorney-General must prepare a written compatibility statement about the bill, for
presentation to the Legislative Assembly, which states the Attorney’s opinion as to the
consistency of the Bill with human rights. The Attorney-General takes the view that it is
sufficient if the compatibility statement states a bare opinion without any supporting
reasoning or reference to the facts upon which the opinion is based. For the purposes of
assisting the Assembly to consider the issue of consistency, a compatibility statement in this
form is of little value. If this course is to be continued, it is essential that the Explanatory
Statement provide the supporting reasoning.
The Committee draws this matter to the attention of the Assembly and recommends that the
Minister respond.

Vicki Dunne, MLA
Chair
February 2011
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